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Abstract We performed high strain (up to 47 %) axial

compression experiments on natural quartz single crystals

with added rutile powder (TiO2) and *0.2 wt% H2O to

investigate the effects of deformation on the titanium-in-

quartz (TitaniQ) geothermobarometer. One of the objec-

tives was to study the relationships between different

deformation mechanisms and incorporation of Ti into re-

crystallized quartz grains. Experiments were performed in

a Griggs-type solid-medium deformation apparatus at

confining pressures of 1.0–1.5 GPa and temperatures of

800–1,000 �C, at constant strain rates of 1 9 10-6 or

1 9 10-7 s-1. Mobility of Ti in the fluid phase and satu-

ration of rutile at grain boundaries during the deformation

experiments are indicated by precipitation of secondary

rutile in cracks and along the grain boundaries of newly

recrystallized quartz grains. Microstructural analysis by

light and scanning electron microscopy (the latter including

electron backscatter diffraction mapping of grain misori-

entations) shows that the strongly deformed quartz single

crystals contain a wide variety of deformation micro-

structures and shows evidence for subgrain rotation (SGR)

and grain boundary migration recrystallization (GBMR). In

addition, substantial grain growth occurred in annealing

experiments after deformation. The GBMR and grain

growth are evidence of moving grain boundaries, a

microstructure favored by high temperatures. Electron

microprobe analysis shows no significant increase in Ti

content in recrystallized quartz grains formed by SGR or

by GBMR, nor in grains grown by annealing. This result

indicates that neither SGR nor moving grain boundaries

during GBMR and grain growth are adequate processes to

facilitate re-equilibration of the Ti content in experimen-

tally deformed quartz crystals at the investigated condi-

tions. More generally, our results suggest that exchange of

Ti in quartz at low H2O contents (which may be realistic

for natural deformation conditions) is still not fully

understood. Thus, the application of the TitaniQ geother-

mobarometer to deformed metamorphic rocks at low fluid

contents may not be as straightforward as previously

thought and requires further research.

Keywords Quartz � TitaniQ � Thermobarometry �
Experiments � Recrystallization mechanisms

Introduction

The reconstruction of metamorphic pressure–temperature

(P–T) paths, especially in conjunction with the deformation

history of rocks, is one of the primary tasks of tectonics and

structural geology research. The pressures and tempera-

tures of deformation can in some cases be determined with

a reasonable degree of accuracy, based on the chemistry of

coexisting mineral phases (conventional thermobarometry)

or by thermodynamic modeling based on the properties of

minerals (P–T–X pseudosections). However, the fact that

derived pressures and temperatures indicate the ambient
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P,T conditions of a given deformation event can only be

established if the synkinematic nature of the mineral

assemblage is demonstrated. The relationship between

deformation and metamorphic reactions is not always

straightforward or easy to establish.

New geothermobarometers (such as TitaniQ, Ti in

Olivine), which are based on the chemical composition

(trace elements) of a single phase, have the potential to

determine the temperature and pressure of deformation

directly (Kohn and Northrup 2009) if the trace element

content is reset by, e.g., dynamic recrystallization during

deformation. The simplicity of a trace element geother-

mobarometer offers a large number of new insights into

geological processes.

The geothermobarometer titanium-in-quartz (TitaniQ),

based on the temperature (Wark and Watson 2006; Os-

tapenko et al. 2007) and pressure dependence (Thomas

et al. 2010) of Titanium (Ti4?) substitution for tetrahedral

Silicon (Si4?), has a high potential to record local tem-

peratures in a major rock forming mineral (quartz). Since

its introduction, it has been successfully applied to the

analysis of plutonic rocks (e.g., Kawasaki and Osanai

2008; Jacamon and Larsen 2009; Huang and Audétat

2012), volcanic rhyolites (e.g., Wark et al. 2007; Campbell

et al. 2009; Vazquez et al. 2009; Girard and Stix 2010;

Smith et al. 2010; Wilson et al. 2012) and hydrothermal

quartzite (e.g., Rusk 2006; Rusk et al. 2008; Barker et al.

2010).

In contrast to well-equilibrated systems, the equilibra-

tion of Ti in metamorphic and deformed rocks is less clear.

Several P–T determinations using the TitaniQ geother-

mobarometer on deformed quartz are in good agreement

with data obtained from other geothermobarometers (e.g.,

Vazquez et al. 2009; Campbell et al. 2009; Menegon et al.

2011; Huang and Audétat 2012), whereas other studies

reported discrepancies between the P–T data obtained with

the TitaniQ and other geothermobarometers (e.g., Grujic

et al. 2011; Wilson et al. 2012). Conflicting results may

arise from the lack of knowledge on how deformation and

recrystallization processes may affect the Ti–Si substitu-

tion in quartz. Grujic et al. (2011) and Härtel and Herweg

(2013) have studied, based on natural samples, the effects

of recovery and recrystallization on resetting the TitaniQ

geothermobarometer. These authors suggest that grain

boundary migration recrystallization (GBMR) (active at

temperatures [500 �C) resets the Ti content in the re-

crystallized quartz grains, whereas rotation recrystalliza-

tion occurring at lower temperatures does not. This

observation challenges the earlier work of Kohn and

Northrup (2009), who suggested that the temperatures of

mylonitization can be determined using TitaniQ even at

relatively low temperatures. In addition, deformation may

influence the solid-state diffusion process compromising

the applicability of the TitaniQ (which has been calibrated

at static conditions) to rocks that experienced dynamic

deformation. Variable Ti diffusion rates in different quartz

grains have been reported by Spear and Wark (2009) and

Storm and Spear (2009).

Previous studies, which relate TitaniQ-derived P–

T conditions to the deformation history, have been based on

field observations. However, the analysis of natural sam-

ples can be inconclusive as many factors (e.g., Ti-activity

(aTi), water content during deformation, strain rate and

preexisting Ti content) are unknown. Therefore, laboratory

experiments performed under controlled conditions are

needed for understanding the processes of Ti incorporation

into quartz grains during deformation conditions.

The aim of this work was to study experimentally the

effects of different recrystallization mechanisms (bulging

recrystallization, subgrain rotation recrystallization,

GBMR) on the mobilization, incorporation and resetting of

Ti in quartz. We performed deformation experiments on

quartz single crystals in the presence of Ti using a modified

Griggs-type solid-medium deformation apparatus over a

range of conditions that favor the activity of different

deformation regimes and recrystallization mechanisms in

quartz (Hirth and Tullis 1992; Stipp et al. 2002a, b).

Microstructural observations are directly compared to trace

element analyses in order to study the incorporation of Ti

in dynamically recrystallized quartz.

Element exchange and dynamic recrystallization

Geothermobarometry is based on the amount of elements

that are incorporated in a mineral at equilibrium conditions.

The incorporation of elements in a mineral can either occur

as ionic substitution during grain growth or by (subsequent)

solid-state diffusion. In order to determine the P,T condi-

tions of a mineral by geothermobarometry, it is necessary

to assume that the mineral composition has not been

modified by diffusion after equilibration at the temperature

and pressure conditions of interest. Cherniak et al. (2007)

have determined D-values for Ti diffusion in Quartz of

3 9 10-26 and *1.3 9 10-22 m2 s-1 for temperatures of

500 and 700 �C, respectively. The ‘‘characteristic transport

distance’’ ([4Dt]1/2) over which Ti may diffuse at 500 �C is

*2 lm in 1 m.y.; at 700 �C, this distance increases to

*125 lm for the same period. Due to the slow diffusion of

Ti in quartz, it is to be expected that in experiments (which

run for a few days), the incorporation of trace elements

occurs only by ionic substitution during grain growth. The

incorporation of Ti in quartz crystallized and grown from a

fluid has been clearly demonstrated and documented by

previous experiments conducted in piston–cylinder appa-

ratus at static conditions (e.g., Wark and Watson 2006;

Thomas et al. 2010). However, there has been no
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systematic study on the incorporation of Ti in quartz during

dynamic recrystallization in a deforming system.

In order to assess the Ti exchange mechanisms during

deformation, it is necessary to briefly review the most

important processes of dynamic recrystallization and their

potential effect on ionic exchange. Two main processes

occur during dynamic recrystallization: (1) progressive

subgrain rotation (SGR) and (2) grain boundary migration

(GBM). During SGR, vacancies move through the crystal

structure and allow to climb of line defects (dislocations),

which become arranged in low angle (=subgrain) bound-

aries (e.g., Poirier 1985). As climb is facilitated by volume

diffusion of vacancies, the process of SGR is a volume

diffusion-dependent process and takes place entirely within

the original quartz grain. Ti exchange during SGR is

expected to be controlled by volume diffusion coefficients

as determined by Cherniak et al. (2007).

The second process, GBM, is the movement of a grain

boundary across a grain. During dynamic recrystallization,

the driving potential for boundary movement is inferred to

be a local difference in dislocation density (e.g., Guillope

and Poirier 1979; Poirier 1985). The dislocations constitute

stored strain energy in the crystal, and therefore, this type

of boundary migration is called strain-induced grain

boundary migration (SIGM). During GBM, atoms move

from one crystal structure to the next across the grain

boundary region. If a fluid film is present along the

boundary, the process involves dissolution of ions from one

crystal, transport in the boundary fluid film and precipita-

tion on another crystal. During GBM, a change in chemical

composition of the crystal may occur in the wake of the

moving boundary leading to the formation of a solid

solution (Hay and Evans 1987a, b). The driving potential

for the boundary migration will in part be the lowering of

the free energy by the solid solution formation. This pro-

cess is called chemically induced grain boundary migration

(CIGM) or diffusion-induced grain boundary migration

(DIGM; Evans et al. 1986; Hay and Evans 1987a, b, and

references therein). We will use the term CIGM in this

contribution. The solute (=Ti in the case of Ti exchange in

quartz) is transported along the moving boundary by grain

boundary diffusion or diffusion in the fluid and subse-

quently incorporated in the growing crystal (Hay and

Evans 1987a, b, their Fig. 1). The process typically occurs

at homologous temperatures T/Tm of 0.3–0.7 in experi-

ments (i.e., at relatively low temperatures; Hay and Evans

1987a, b), and the chemical change by CIGM may be

orders of magnitude faster than by volume diffusion.
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Fig. 1 a Schematic representation and stereographic projection of the

sample orientations used in the experiments, (left) normal {m} and

(right) O? orientation (modified after Thust et al. 2012). b Schematic

drawing of the sample assembly used in this study for the deformation

experiments performed in a Griggs-type solid-medium deformation

apparatus. Modified after Tarantola et al. (2010)
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Although the occurrence of CIGM is demonstrated in

experiments, its driving potential is not entirely resolved

(Hay and Evans 1987a, b), and with the difficulty of

determining dislocation densities in deforming minerals, it

is unclear whether the GBM process in deforming quartz

during syndeformational recrystallization is dominantly

SIGM or CIGM (Stünitz 1998). In any case, the GBM

process is expected to exchange Ti in quartz many orders

of magnitude faster than volume diffusion of Ti, which is

the rate-controlling process for Ti exchange during

recrystallization by SGR (see also Grujic et al. 2011; Härtel

and Herweg 2013). Likewise, grain growth (during, for

example, static recrystallization processes) also involves

the migration of grain boundaries, and ionic exchange

through the moving boundaries and/or grain boundary

fluids is expected.

Methods

Starting material

The starting material for all experiments was cored from a

euhedral natural quartz single crystal from a vein in the Aar

Massif, Central Alps, Switzerland. Macroscopically, the

quartz crystal shows some inhomogeneity in the form of

randomly distributed milky regions. The varying opacity

(milkyness) of the crystal is caused by the presence of

H2O-rich fluid inclusions with lengths of up to 200 lm. For

our experiments, the milky regions of the quartz crystal

were chosen, because the experiments require the presence

of aqueous fluid during deformation. The clear quartz,

where no fluid inclusions are observed, is essentially dry,

whereas the water content of the milky regions is strongly

inhomogeneous and depends on the size and distribution of

the fluid inclusions (Thust et al. 2012). Further information

concerning the nature and distribution of the fluid inclu-

sions, as well as mechanical and physical properties of the

quartz crystal, can be found in Tarantola et al. (2012) and

Thust et al. (2012).

Light microscope observations show that the quartz

crystal is optically strain-free and that it contains no solid

impurities. In particular, no rutile inclusions were

observed. Electron microprobe analyses (EMPA; analytical

methods described below) of the quartz crystal reveal

uniform Ti contents below the detection limit of the EPMA

of 20 ppm.

Single-crystal material was chosen instead of polycrys-

talline material in order to unequivocally identify new

grains formed during the deformation process. In poly-

crystalline material, deformation may lead to nucleation

and growth of new grains, but these are often difficult to

distinguish from the original grains. In addition, Ti

measurements in fine-grained aggregates are difficult as Ti-

rich phases, such as rutile inclusions, may be present along

the grain boundaries and could (due to the spatial resolu-

tion of the electron microprobe) be included in the analysis

and influence the results.

Sample preparation

We used two sets of samples during the experiments

(Fig. 1a) cored in two crystallographic orientations in order

to produce different recrystallization microstructures by

activating different slip systems. The O? sample set, where

slip occurs along the basal \a[ and prism \c[ slip sys-

tems, was cored at 45� to the basal plane and to the c-axis

of the quartz crystal (e.g., Baeta and Ashbee 1969a, b;

Blacic and Christie 1984; Tarantola et al. 2010; Fig. 1a).

The normal {m} set (\m), where slip occurs along the

prism\a[ slip system, was cored with the c-axis, and one

of the prism planes normal to the sample cylinder axis

(Fig. 1a).

All samples had a diameter of 6.3 mm and a length

ranging from 10 to 12 mm. Two different sample

arrangements were used: Some samples consisted of a

single cylinder, while in others, we placed two short

(5–6 mm) cylinders on top of each other in order to

increase the amount of added TiO2 powder, to better dis-

tribute the powder in the sample and to increase the surface

area which is in contact with the TiO2 powder.

The quartz cylinders were placed in a pre-annealed

platinum (Pt) jacket, and 0.01–0.03 g of fine-grained TiO2

powder was evenly placed around the quartz cylinders. In

samples formed by two cylinders, TiO2 powder was also

placed in between the two cylinders. Distilled H2O

(0.1–0.3 ll) was added with a micropipette to the lower

part of the sample in order to prevent evaporation during

the welding of the Pt-jacket. Mechanical welding was

performed with a Lambert welding device using a milli-

second welding time to minimize heating of the sample.

All the samples were sandwiched between two Al2O3

pistons and placed in the center of a graphite furnace. In all

experiments, we used sodium chloride (NaCl) liners as the

solid confining medium. The sample assembly used in the

experiments is illustrated in Fig. 1b.

Experimental setup

High strain (up to 47 %) axial compression experiments

were performed with a modified Griggs-type solid-medium

deformation apparatus (Griggs 1967; Tullis and Tullis

1986) at pressures of 1.0–1.5 GPa, temperatures ranging

from 800 to 1,000 �C, and constant strain rates of 10-6 and

10-7 s-1. An overview of experimental conditions is pre-

sented in Table 1. As one of the main aims of the
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experiments was to study the effects of different recrys-

tallization mechanisms on re-equilibration of the Ti content

in quartz, the range of experimental conditions was chosen

in an attempt to activate both subgrain rotation recrystal-

lization and grain boundary migration recrystallization in

quartz according to the conditions determined by Hirth and

Tullis (1992) and Stipp et al. (2002a, b). We use the

Thomas et al. (2010) calibration for expected equilibrium

Ti values in quartz and Hirth and Tullis (1992) for defor-

mation regimes in quartz (Table 2).

During each experiment, confining pressure and tem-

perature were increased in a step-wise manner until the

desired deformation conditions were reached, typically in

*8 h. As the samples were fluid bearing, heating was

started after reaching confining pressures (Pc) of at least

0.2 GPa in order to minimize the internal pressure of the

capsule. Temperature was increased in steps of 100 �C at a

rate of 25 �C per minute. Temperature was monitored with

a Pt–Pt10 %Rh S-type thermocouple placed in the center

of the sample. In order to verify the thermal gradient in the

sample during deformation, a double thermocouple

experiment was performed in which one thermocouple was

placed in the center and the other at the lower end of the

sample. The results of this test show a maximum temper-

ature difference of *10 % from the center of the sample to

the alumina piston (a distance of *6 mm).

After reaching the desired conditions, deformation was

started by advancing the axial piston (r1) at a constant

strain rate (10-6 or 10-7 s-1). During deformation,

mechanical data (force applied to the sample, displacement

of the piston, confining pressure and external room tem-

perature) were registered at 1-s intervals. Once the desired

total strain was achieved, temperature was quenched to

200 �C in 2 min or less in most experiments in order to

preserve the deformation microstructures. In two

deformation experiments, temperatures were held after

deformation at 900 �C for 76 h (mn319) and 1,000 �C for

139 h (mn332) in order to induce annealing and grain

growth of the recrystallized grains and thus movement of

grain boundaries.

Mechanical data were processed using the Matlab pro-

gram RIG (http://sites.google.com/site/rigprogram/) taking

into consideration internal friction and distortion of the

deformation apparatus. Differential stress was corrected for

changes in sample area and confining pressure during

deformation. Full details regarding corrections and evalu-

ation of the mechanical data can be found in Pec et al.

(2011).

Analytical methods

Deformed samples were cut parallel to the loading direc-

tion (parallel to the sample cylinder axis) through the

middle of the sample, and polished thin sections were

prepared with a thickness of 30 lm. Major and trace ele-

ment analyses were performed with a JEOL Superprobe

JXA 82009 at the University of Copenhagen using an

acceleration voltage of 20 kV, a beam current of 200 nA, a

beam diameter of 3–15 lm and counting times of 240 s on

the peak and 120 s on each high and low background

positions. Standardization was performed on rutile and

SiO2 using the same conditions as above. At these condi-

tions, the given detection limit of the instrument is on

average 20 ppm for Ti.

EMPA analysis was chosen instead of secondary ion

mass spectrometry (SIMS) and laser ablation inductively

coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS), because

(1) EMPA offers the best spatial resolution (smallest

interaction volume) of these methods. One of the difficul-

ties in measuring Ti in quartz is to avoid interaction of the

Table 1 Deformation conditions (Pc = confining pressure, T = temperature, strain rate, deformation time and total strain) and sample

parameters (sample orientation, added TiO2 and added H2O) of all deformation experiments

Sample Pc

(GPa)

T (�C) Strain rate

(10-6 s-1)

Time (h) Strain

(%)

Experiment

type

Orientation TiO2(g) H2O

(ll)
before

hit point

deformation annealing total

time

mn273 1.00 900 0 26 0 0 26 0 Hydrostatic \m 0.01 0.1

mn275 1.00 900 1.4 58 60 0 118 32 Axial \m 0.01 0.1

mn277 1.00 800 1.4 24 88 0 112 47 Axial \m 0.01 0.1

mn299 1.00 900 1.2 33 80 0 113 37 Axial O? 0.01 0.1

mn301 1.50 1,000 1.4 0 90 0 90 28 Axial/prehit O? 0.01 0.1

mn319 1.50 900 1.2 36 99 76 211 47 Axial O? 0.02 0.1

mn321 1.20 1,000 1.1 24 30 0 54 16 Axial/prehit O? 0.01 0.1

mn326 1.50 1,000 1.4 67 93 0 160 40 Axial \m 0.03 0.1

mn331 1.50 1,000 0.1 42 244 0 286 20 Axial \m 0.02 0.3

mn332 1.50 1,000 1.4 0 120 139 259 20 Axial \m 0.02 0.3
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measuring beam with the grain boundary regions, which

are sites of potential rutile precipitation. In our case, EMPA

allowed measurements of the internal parts of grains and

near grain boundaries of small (several lm) recrystallized

grains. (2) At the chosen experimental conditions, the

expected equilibrium Ti values in quartz are high (varying

from 127 to 310 ppm; Table 2) and well above the detec-

tion limit of the microprobe (20 ppm Ti), and in a range of

sufficient quantitative resolution for the purpose of this

study.

As reported previously (Bastin et al. 1984; Hermann

et al. 2005; Wark and Watson 2006; Fournelle 2007;

Donovan et al. 2011), Ti contents measured by EMPA have

to be treated with care because of the ‘‘phantom’’ Ti con-

tent (caused by secondary fluorescence, e.g., Wark and

Watson 2006; Hayden and Watson 2007; Sato and Santosh

2007), which causes erroneously high apparent Ti con-

centrations in quartz in the vicinity of Ti-phases. These

effects are observed in the samples analyzed here (e.g.,

Figs. 2b, 5c, 6b, 9a). The element distribution maps

(Figs. 2b, 6b) of the deformed quartz single crystals show

spurious Ti-haloes around rutile inclusions and locally

along cracks that developed in the quartz crystals during

deformation. EMPA point measurements along the spuri-

ous haloes show high apparent Ti contents (thousands of

ppm), and an interaction distance varying from 100 lm in

zones adjacent to large rutile aggregates to a few lm

around small rutile inclusions (Fig. 2c). As proposed by

Cherniak et al. (2007), volume diffusion of Ti in quartz is

very slow and negligible in our short experiments

(1–11 days). Thus, the observed high apparent Ti contents

around rutile grains arise from fluorescence effects and

therefore have to be considered as an analytical artifact

(see Figs. 5c, 9a). For this work, however, phantom Ti

content does not present a significant problem, because the

high Ti values can always be correlated with detectable

rutile inclusions or fine-grained rutile precipitates along

grain boundaries. Furthermore, as is shown below, Ti

contents in all cases are lower than the expected equilib-

rium values and any correction for ‘‘phantom’’ Ti in quartz

would result in even lower values.

Initial microstructural observations of the deformed

samples were made with a polarization light microscope.

Crystallographic preferred orientation (CPO) analysis of

selected samples was carried out using electron backscatter

diffraction (EBSD; Adams et al.1993; Prior et al. 1999) in a

scanning electron microscope. For EBSD analysis, we used

a FEI Quanta 3D FEG dual-beam machine equipped with

an EDAX–TSL Digiview IV EBSD detector and TSL–

OIM system (v. 5.31) installed at the GFZ-Potsdam. After

the standard polishing procedure, the thin sections were

chemically polished using a soft cloth and an alkaline

solution of colloidal silica (SYTON) (Fynn and Powell

1979) for about 3 h in order to remove damages and

defects of the section surface caused by the mechanical

polishing. The analyses were conducted under low vacuum

(10 Pa of H2O) allowing the use of uncoated samples. For

automatic mapping of crystallographic orientations, the

following parameters were used: 15 kV accelerating volt-

age; 8 nA beam current; 12 mm working distance; step

size of 1 lm and 70� sample tilt. Post-acquisition treatment

included standardization of the confidence index (CI) of

different points and CI correlation between neighboring

points. Only data with CI [ 0.2 were considered for further

analysis. The pseudohexagonal symmetry effect on quartz

caused by a rotation of 60� around [0001] was also

corrected.

Results

Sample deformed at 800 �C and confining pressure

of 1.0 GPa

The quartz sample deformed up to a strain of 47 % shows a

peak strength of 750 MPa, followed by pronounced

weakening to *400 MPa (sample mn277, Fig. 3). The

heterogeneously deformed single crystal displays a wide

range of deformation microstructures (Fig. 4). Strain is

mainly accommodated along conjugate deformation bands

Table 2 Ti content and deformation behavior expected for quartz,

deformed in the temperature range 800–1,000 �C and at different

confining pressures (1.0–1.5 GPa)

Experimental

conditions

Expected

Ti (ppm)

Deformation

regime

Expected

deformation

mechanisms
T (�C) p (GPa)

800 1.0 147 2 Subgrain rotation

recrystallization

(SGR)

900 1.0 310 3 Grain boundaries

migration

(GBM) ? SGR

900 1.5 127 3 Grain boundaries

migration

(GBM) ? SGR

1,000 1.5 256 3 Grain boundaries

migration

(GBM) ? SGR

Ti content calculated as follows: RT ln XTiO2
quartz = -60,952

? 1.520 * T(K) - 1,741 * p (kbar) ? RT ln a TiO2 (Thomas et al.

2010), where a TiO2 was =1 because rutile is present in all samples,

R = 8.3145 J/K (gas constant), T is temperature in �K, and p is

confining pressure in kbar. To convert XTiO2
quartz into Ti (ppm), the for-

mula of Thomas et al. (2010) was used. Expected deformation regime

and deformation mechanisms based on the experimental work of

Hirth and Tullis (1992)
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(Fig. 4a), which extend from the piston edges and intersect

in the center of the sample. Within the deformation bands,

large (100–200 lm) porphyroclasts of relict quartz grains

with undulatory extinction are surrounded by domains of

small, recrystallized grains (Fig. 4b–d). Light microscope

observations indicate the presence of small solid inclusions

(probably rutile) along the boundaries of the newly re-

crystallized grains. Undulatory extinction of the large

porphyroclasts is caused by a slight change of crystal ori-

entation visible in the orientation map (Fig. 4c). The grain

boundary misorientation map produced by EBSD (Fig. 4d)

shows a high density of low angle (5–15�) boundaries (in

red) around and within the large quartz relicts. Some

boundaries delineate strongly elongated subgrains, with an

elongation direction approximately normal to the com-

pression (r1) direction. The newly recrystallized grains,

with mean grain size ranging from 6 to 12 lm (Fig. 4f), are

delineated by grain boundaries with a misorientation [15�
(black lines in Fig. 4d). Many recrystallized grains have a

similar size as the small subgrains with low angle bound-

aries (Fig. 4d). The histogram of the distribution of mis-

orientation angles (Fig. 4e) shows a clear deviation from a

random distribution and a high frequency of low misori-

entation angles between adjacent pairs (correlated). The

small increase in frequency for misorientation angles

between 50� and 60� probably represents Dauphiné twin-

ning (60� rotation about the c-axis; Frondel 1962). The

overall distribution of misorientation angles and the pre-

dominance of low angle grain boundaries suggest the

presence of a CPO in the recrystallized domains of the

sample.

EMPA analyses (Fig. 4c) indicate uniformly very low Ti

contents (mainly below the 20 ppm detection limit of the

instrument) throughout the entire quartz crystal. In

hgihwol

10 ppm

Ti

50µm

200

600

1000

Ti [ppm]

0 50 100 150 200

Apparent Ti-content

Ti [ppm]

Distance [µm] from rutile inclusion

Quartz

Platinum
jacket

Ti-haloes in qtz  around rutile inclusions
due to analytical artifacts
  

mn275; T = 900°C, Pc= 1.0GPa

100µm

(a) (b)

(c)

Rutile inclusion

Rutile inclusion

Fig. 2 Apparent spurious Ti content in quartz (see Hermann et al.

2005) around rutile inclusions in sample mn275 deformed in presence

of TiO2 powder and fluid (H2O) at 900 �C, 1.0 GPa. a Backscatter

image of a large rutile inclusion formed inside the quartz single

crystal during deformation and recrystallization. The 100-lm-long

inclusion consists of randomly oriented, 10-lm-long needles of rutile.

Small rutile inclusions are found also along cracks (arrows).

b Element distribution map showing the effect of spurious Ti in

quartz around the rutile inclusion and the sample boundary due to the

presence of phantom Ti in quartz. The Ti scale threshold was chosen

in order to highlight the analytical artifacts and therefore cannot been

linearly related to Ti contents measured in the sample. The distortion

of the element map is caused by a difference in the imaging systems

of the microprobe. c Spurious Ti content caused by phantom Ti in

quartz. The effect is noticeable up to 100 lm distance from the rutile

for large inclusions. Therefore, all measurements taken closer than

100 lm from large rutile grains are subject to error
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addition, no systematic compositional variations between

the large porphyroclasts, subgrains, small recrystallized

grains and the undeformed parts of the sample were

observed.

Sample deformed at 900 �C and confining pressure

of 1.0 GPa

Sample mn275 (Fig. 2) deformed up to a strain of 32 %

shows a similar strength development as sample mn277,

with peak strength of 600 MPa followed by pronounced

weakening to *350 MPa (Fig. 3). Deformation was

accommodated mainly along a conjugate set of deforma-

tion bands oriented at 50� to the compression (r1) direc-

tion, crosscutting the whole sample. Dominant

microstructures in the sample are deformation lamellae and

pronounced undulatory extinction produced by crystal lat-

tice distortion. Backscatter SEM images (Fig. 2a) and

EMPA element distribution maps (Fig. 2b) show the pre-

sence of large (100 lm), newly formed rutile aggregates in

the internal parts of the quartz crystal, together with small

rutile inclusions along cracks formed during the experi-

ments (Fig. 2b). EMPA measurements indicate Ti contents

below the detection limit throughout the entire quartz

crystal, with the exception of the vicinity of the rutile

inclusions along cracks and grain boundaries (due to ana-

lytical artifacts, see above).

Sample deformed at 900 �C and confining pressure

of 1.5 GPa

Sample mn319 (O? orientation) was deformed for 99 h at

900 �C and confining pressure of 1.5 GPa and then

annealed at hydrostatic conditions for 76 h after deforma-

tion. The mechanical data show a peak strength of

330 MPa followed by pronounced weakening after a strain

of *25 % (Fig. 3).

The heterogeneously deformed sample shows localiza-

tion of deformation into recrystallized bands oriented

approximately 45� to the compression (r1) direction

(Fig. 5a). The recrystallized bands are composed of coarse-

grained domains (domain I) and fine-grained domains

(domain II). The coarser-grained domains consist of grains

with variable size ranging up to 65 lm (Fig. 5b–d, f),

although locally grains can reach 500 lm (region 3,

Figs. 5a, 6a). The large recrystallized grains, which show

no undulatory extinction, have irregular to polygonal

shapes and smoothly curved grain boundaries where local

pinning occurs (Fig. 6a). High angle grain boundaries

separate the large recrystallized grains from neighboring,

strongly elongated relict porphyroclasts (Fig. 5d). The

relict porphyroclasts contain subgrains of considerably

smaller size (*3 to 7 lm) defined by misorientation angles

of 5–15� (Fig. 5d). The size of the subgrains is similar to

the size of the recrystallized grains in domain II (Fig. 5c, d,

f).

A narrow but distinct zone with smaller grains is present

close to the boundary of the two sample pieces (domain II

in Fig. 5c, d). In this zone, the recrystallized grains show a

mean grain size of *5 lm (Fig. 5f). The histogram of the

distribution of misorientation angles (correlated, red bars)

(Fig. 5e) from domain II shows a high frequency of small

misorientation angles. This indicates that progressive sub-

grain rotation is the likely recrystallization mechanism,

consistent with the similar size of subgrains and recrys-

tallized grains. The submaximum in misorientation angles
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(pre-hit). Experiment mn331 was deformed with strain rate stepping

(initially at 1 9 10-6 s -1 and after peak strength at 1 9 10-7 s-1)
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at 50�–60� may represent Dauphiné twin boundaries

(Frondel 1962).

The bimodal grain size distribution of the whole sample

is consistent with abnormal grain growth during annealing.

Thus, during annealing, the population of grains with sizes

of 10–65 lm and curved, polygonal grain boundaries most

likely grew from the originally dynamically recrystallized

grains (*3–7 lm).

EMPA measurements were performed in three different

regions within the sample. Considering the temperature

gradient in the sample (temperature decrease of around

10 % from center to the edges), the analyzed regions were

deformed at temperatures of 894 �C (region 1 Fig. 5b),

900 �C (region 2, Fig. 5c), and 890 �C (region 3, Fig. 6).

All EMPA analyses in region 1 and in domain I of region 2

show Ti concentrations below or close to the detection

limit. The Ti values measured in the undeformed and re-

crystallized parts of this region are the same as the Ti

concentration of the starting material (Figs. 5b, 6b). An

EMPA element distribution map (Fig. 6) displays small

rutile inclusions at grain boundaries (few lm in size). In

the upper right corner of the map shown in Fig. 6, a local

Ti enrichment of quartz is observed. This region is in close

proximity to the sample edge, where primary rutile is
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Fig. 4 Microstructures and Ti content of sample mn277 deformed to

an axial strain of 47 % at a strain rate of 1 9 10-6 s-1, 800 �C,

1.0 GPa in the presence of TiO2 powder and fluid (H2O). Compres-

sion direction is vertical in all images. a Light micrograph (crossed

polarizers) of sample mn277. Final position of the thermocouple (Tc)

and positions of the analyzed regions are marked in red. b Light

micrograph (cross-polarized) of typical microstructures of a strongly

deformed part of the sample (region 1). Considering the temperature

gradient in the sample, deformation occurred in this region at a

temperature of 795 �C. c EBSD orientation image of region 2.

Orientations according to the inverse pole figure given in the lower

corner of the image. White numbers indicate the Ti contents (ppm)

measured by EPMA. The expected equilibrium Ti content at 800 �C,

1.0 GPa is 147 ppm (Thomas et al. 2010). d Grain boundary

misorientation map of region 2 acquired with EBSD using nearest

neighbor pairs. Misorientation angles of 5–15� are represented in red,

misorientation [15� are represented in black. e Histogram of

distribution of angles between nearest neighbor pixels (correlated,

red bars) and for uncorrelated pairs (blue bars). Distribution for

random orientation is given by green bars. Bins are at 5� interval.

Measurements below 5� are omitted, because of inaccuracy (Kruse

et al. 2001; Prior et al. 1999) f Grain size distribution (area fraction)

of the recrystallized region 2
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Fig. 5 Sample mn319 deformed at 900 �C, 1.5 GPa at a strain rate of

1 9 10-6 s-1, in presence of TiO2 powder and fluid (H2O).

Compression direction (r1) is vertical in all images. a Light

micrograph (crossed polarizers) of sample mn319. Final position of

the thermocouple (Tc) and position of the analyzed regions are

marked in red. b Cross-polarized light micrograph of recrystallized

region 1. Considering the temperature gradient in the sample,

deformation occurred in this region at a temperature of 894 �C. Ti

contents measured by EPMA are marked in red (detection limit

20 ppm). The expected equilibrium Ti content is 121 ppm. c EBSD

orientation image of region 2 (Ti content in white numbers, expected

Ti content: 127 ppm). Orientations according to the inverse pole

figure given in the upper corner of the image. d Grain boundary

misorientation map of region 2 acquired with EBSD using nearest

neighbor pairs. Misorientation angles \15� are represented in red,

misorientation [15� are represented in black. Note the two distinct

grain sizes of domain I and II. e Histogram of distribution of

misorientation angles for domain I and II. Correlated (red bars),

uncorrelated (blue bars) and random (green bars). f Grain size

distribution (area fraction) of domain I and II of the recrystallized

region 2
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present (see analytical artifacts in Methods section). In

domain II of region 2, the increased Ti values in the fine-

grained recrystallized quartz grains are due to phantom Ti,

otherwise all Ti values are below the detection limit, except

a few measurements at grain boundaries (Fig. 5c).

Samples deformed at 1,000 �C and confining pressure

of 1.5 GPa

Samples deformed at a temperature of 1,000 �C and

1.5 GPa confining pressure exhibit variable mechanical

behavior (Fig. 3a, b). Peak strength varies from 90 MPa of

sample mn326 to 300 MPa of sample mn332. Samples

mn301 and mn332 show some weakening after reaching

peak strength, whereas sample mn326 achieved steady

state flow (80 MPa) at relatively low strains (Fig. 3a).

Sample mn331, which was deformed up to peak strength at

a strain rate of 1 9 10-6 s-1 and then at a strain rate of

1 9 10-7 s-1, shows peak strength of 180 MPa.

Sample mn301, deformed in the O? orientation (Fig. 7),

was deliberately pre-cracked during the loading process

and subsequently deformed to a strain of 28 %. This

sample does not show extensive recrystallization. The

initial cracking at low confining pressure produced longi-

tudinal fractures oriented parallel to the compression

direction (Fig. 7a). Subsequent crystal plastic deformation

has produced bulges of the sample, together with isolated

patches of recrystallized quartz aggregates (Fig. 7a–c). The

patches are connected with the initial cracks and consist of

grains of variable size (10–100 lm), with irregular shapes

and lobate grain boundaries. The frequency distribution of

misorientation angles (Fig. 7d) for neighbors and uncorre-

lated grains shows a more random distribution compared to

lower temperature experiments. The frequency of misorien-

tation angles \15� is lower than in experiments at 800 and

900 �C, except for the very low misorientation angles (\5�).

The chemical composition of three recrystallized pat-

ches in sample mn301 was analyzed by microprobe. Con-

sidering the relative position of the patches with respect to

the final position of the thermocouple and the temperature

gradient in the sample, a deformation temperature of

981 �C was calculated for region 1 (Fig. 7b), 953 �C for

region 2 (Fig. 7c) and 1,000 �C for region 3 (Fig. 7e).

EMPA analyses show strong variations in the Ti content

for all three patches, ranging from values below the

detection limit to 3,338 ppm (Fig. 7b, c, e). High Ti con-

tents are always measured close to grain triple junctions,

along grain boundaries, or along cracks (Fig. 7b, c). The

element distribution map acquired in region 3 (Fig. 7f)

shows high Ti values in discrete points, triple junctions of

quartz grains, along cracks and in very narrow lines, all of

which coincide with grain boundaries (Fig. 7e, f). Thus, Ti

contents above the detection limit are only recorded from

areas related to newly formed rutile precipitates on triple

junctions and grain boundaries of quartz, whereas the

internal parts of grains show Ti contents uniformly below

or close to the detection limit of the instrument.

The microstructures of all three samples of \m orienta-

tion are quite similar to each other (Fig. 8). Sample mn326

(Fig. 8a, b), which was deformed up to a strain of 40 %,

shows extensive recrystallized bands surrounding relicts of

more weakly deformed host quartz (Fig. 8a). The quartz

recryst. grains

region3a)

Lo
w

H
ig

hb)

200µm 50µmTi

Rutile

Ti inclusion

(a) (b)

Fig. 6 Ti-distribution in the recrystallized region 3 of sample mn319.

a Cross-polarized light micrograph of the recrystallized zone.

Estimated deformation temperature: 890 �C. The red square indicates

the position, where the element distribution map was acquired (see

part b). Note the large (up to 300 lm) recrystallized grains with

lobate grain boundaries and irregular grain shape typical for grain

boundary migration recrystallization (GBM) induced by static

recrystallization. b Element distribution map of the region with

recrystallized grains and original undeformed single crystal. Arrows

indicate small Ti inclusions distributed along grain boundaries and in

grain triple junctions. The inset shows a detail of small Ti inclusions.

The upper right corner of the map show a higher Ti content produced

by analytical artifacts caused by the presence of rutile along the

sample boundary
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relicts display undulatory extinction, a high density of low

angle misorientations, and incipient subgrain formation at

their boundaries (red in Fig. 9a). The subgrains have an

estimated mean size of *10 to 25 lm. The recrystallized

bands consist of grains with irregular grain shapes and with a

grain size varying from *5 to 65 lm (mean size of

*25 lm; Figs. 8b, 9c). Locally, some single grains can

reach diameters of up to 150 lm (Fig. 8b). Grains have

lobate boundaries, and pinning structures are also present

(Fig. 8b). Some recrystallized grains show internal defor-

mation and subgrain boundaries (marked in red in Fig. 9a).

The misorientation angle distribution (Fig. 9b) shows an

elevated frequency of low angle misorientations \15�, but

these are less frequent than in lower temperature samples.

On the other hand, high misorientation angles (50�–90�) are

much more frequent than in samples deformed at lower

temperatures but less frequent than random (Fig. 9b).

EMPA analysis on two recrystallized regions deformed at

978 �C (region 1, Fig. 8b) and 1,000 �C (region 2, Fig. 9b)

shows in both cases a strong variation in the Ti content: A

majority of the spot analyses result in Ti contents close to the

detection limit of the microprobe (20 ppm), whereas a few

analyses show values of several hundred ppm Ti (Fig. 8b). Ti

contents below and close to the detection limit are measured in

the internal parts of the recrystallized grains, whereas high Ti

contents (78–233 ppm) are found at grain boundaries and

grain triple junctions (Fig. 8b).

Sample mn332 (Fig. 8c, d) was deformed for 120 h and

then annealed at hydrostatic conditions (1,000 �C and

1.5 GPa) for 139 h. Even though recrystallization is distrib-

uted throughout the sample, deformation is not uniformly

accommodated: Recrystallization occurs in discrete bands

that have an orientation approximately parallel to the loading

direction (r1). Many bands appear in a crack-like distribution,

especially in the lower, less recrystallized, part of the sample

(Fig. 8c). Between the recrystallized bands, lesser deformed

relict crystal material is present (Fig. 8c, d). The recrystallized

quartz shows variable grain size: The grains in the relatively

rutile-free areas are up to 150 lm in width, whereas those

within rutile-rich areas are smaller (15 lm) (Fig. 8d). Where

rutile needles are present at the grain boundaries, the grains

show evidence of pinning structures (Fig. 8b, d). EMPA

measurements on sample mn332 were carefully taken only in

the central parts of recrystallized grains; all values are below

the detection limit of the instrument (Fig. 8d).

Sample mn331 (Fig. 8e, f) was first deformed with a

strain rate of 10-6 s-1 up to peak strength and afterward

was deformed for 244 h with a strain rate of 10-7 s-1. In

the heterogeneously deformed sample, strain was accom-

modated principally in the central part of the sample (the

upper part was lost during sample preparation; Fig. 8e),

whereas the lower and edge regions display only weak

deformation characterized by undulose and patchy extinc-

tion. The crack-like distribution of the recrystallized bands

is even more pronounced than in sample mn332, especially

in the lower part of the sample (Fig. 8e). The recrystallized

quartz bands often consist of diamond-shaped grains with

sizes varying from 15 to 180 lm (Fig. 8e) and with weakly

lobate grain boundaries (Fig. 8f). EMPA analyses of the

internal parts of newly recrystallized grains reveal Ti contents

below the detection limit of the instrument (Fig. 8f). Further,

no Ti variation was observed between undeformed host quartz

grains and recrystallized new grains (Fig. 8f).

In samples deformed at 1,000 �C, there appears to be a

succession of progressively evolving microstructures from

low strain samples, in which recrystallized bands have a

crack-like distribution (Fig. 8e; sample mn331), to high strain

samples, in which the recrystallized bands accommodate most

of the bulk strain (Fig. 8a; sample mn326). In all samples,

however, the recrystallized grain shapes are similar (Fig. 8).

Discussion

Mechanical data

Strength differences between 0? and \m orientations at

900 and 1,000 �C (Fig. 3) are not systematic and most

b Fig. 7 Microstructures and chemical composition of sample mn301

deformed at 1,000 �C, 1.5 GPa in the presence of TiO2 powder and

fluid (H2O). Experimental shortening direction is vertical in all

images. a Cross-polarized light micrograph of sample mn301. Final

position of the thermocouple (Tc) and position of the analyzed

regions are marked in red. Longitudinal cracks are visible as a

consequence of hitting the sample at low confining pressure and

temperature prior deformation. Horizontal cracks developed during

quenching and unloading of the sample after deformation. Crystal–

plastic deformation is localized in distributed pockets of recrystallized

quartz grains (red boxes). b Light micrograph (cross-polarized) image

of a recrystallized pocket (region 1), local temperature 981 �C. In red

are marked the Ti (ppm) content measured by EMPA. Expected

equilibrium content at these conditions is 226 ppm Ti. Note the large

variation of Ti content in the zone: the central parts of the

recrystallized grains show uniformly low contents (below detection

limit to 42 ppm), whereas grain boundaries can show extremely high

Ti contents (264–1,234 ppm). c EBSD Orientation map of region 2.

The crystallographic orientations in the map are color-coded accord-

ing to the inverse pole figure given in the lower corner of the image.

Indicated in white are the Ti contents (ppm) measured with the

microprobe (detection limit 20 ppm). Grain boundaries and grains

triple junctions show high Ti contents, whereas the central parts of the

recrystallized grains and the undeformed quartz (lower part, in blue)

show Ti contents much lower than the expected equilibrium value of

186 ppm. d Frequency distribution of misorientation angle between

nearest neighbor pixels (correlated, red bars) and for any pairs in the

data set (uncorrelated, blue bars). For reference, the distribution of a

data set with random orientation (green bars) is given. e Light

micrograph of recrystallized region 3 with measured Ti contents (in

ppm). (f) Element distribution map acquired by EPMA. Rutile grains

(red to light blue color) are present along grain boundaries and triple

junctions, indicating mobility of TiO2 during the experiment
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likely due to strain partitioning, which is a general feature

of many natural single-crystal experiments (e.g., Griggs

and Blacic 1964, Vernooij et al. 2006a, b). Localization of

recrystallization is common and leads to strain partitioning.

The experiments on natural ‘‘wet’’ single crystals carried

out in this study under controlled crystal orientation,

pressure, temperature and strain rate conditions only show

approximately reproducible mechanical behavior (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 8 Recrystallized microstructures and chemical composition of a

quartz single crystals deformed with the addition of TiO2 powder and

fluid (H2O) at 1,000 �C, 1.5 GPa. All images are cross-polarized light

micrographs. Compression direction is vertical in all images. Final

position of the thermocouple (Tc) and position of the analyzed

regions are marked in red a, b sample mn326 deformed at a strain rate

of 10-6 s-1 for 93 h. c, d sample mn332 deformed at a strain rate of

10-6 s-1 for 120 h and annealed afterward for 139 h at the same

conditions. e, f sample mn331 deformed at a strain rate of 10-7 s-1

for 244 h. All samples show the typical high temperature

recrystallization microstructures. Note the strongly irregular grain

shape, the variable grain size and the lobate grain boundaries with

local pinning structures typical for recrystallization by grain boundary

migration (GBMR) in the samples mn326 and mn332. Note the small

grain size of the recrystallized quartz grains in the rutile-rich domain

of sample mn332. Sample mn331 shows variable grain size and quite

straight grain boundaries. The Ti contents in ppm, marked in red,

show the same trend as in sample mn301 with high Ti content at grain

boundaries and low contents in the central part of the recrystallized

grains
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The direct comparison of single crystals versus polycrys-

talline material experiments is difficult, because in single

crystals, the onset of recrystallization requires higher

strain, and strain partitioning is more pronounced. How-

ever, a qualitative comparison of the mechanical behavior

of the two starting materials (single crystals versus poly-

crystalline material) is possible.

In our series of experiments, samples deformed at 800

and 900 �C show high peak strengths followed by pro-

nounced weakening, whereas at 1,000 �C, samples deform

by more steady state flow at lower stresses (flow stresses of

*80 to 250 MPa; Fig. 3). In the experiments of Hirth and

Tullis (1992), the same pronounced weakening after peak

strength is observed in polycrystalline Heavitree quartzite

deformed in ‘‘regime 1,’’ where the recrystallization takes

place by bulging recrystallization, but at lower tempera-

tures (700 �C). In our experiments, the recrystallization

mechanism is somewhat different for the same type of

mechanical behavior (see section below).

Hirth and Tullis (1992) observed steady state flow in

samples deformed at 800 �C and higher (regime 2 and 3),

where deformation was accompanied by rotation recrys-

tallization (progressive subgrain rotation, SGR) and

GBMR. Comparison of our mechanical data with those of

Hirth and Tullis (1992, for as is samples) indicates that our

experiments show generally similar mechanical behavior,

but at flow stresses, which are 100–300 MPa higher at the

same temperatures and strain rates. The data by Stipp et al.

(2006), who performed water-added experiments as in our

case, show 50 MPa lower flow stress in 1,000 �C experi-

ments, 40–140 MPa lower in 900 �C experiments and

230 MPa lower in 800 �C experiments at similar strain

rates as in our experiments (comparing end strengths at the

highest volume of recrystallized grains in our samples).

The differences in flow stress between polycrystalline

and single-crystal experiments most likely arise from the

inhomogeneous distribution of strain within the single-

crystal samples. The strain partitioning coincides with the

location of regions of recrystallization (e.g., Figs. 4, 5, 8)

and the distribution and content of H2O (in the form of

fluid inclusions). Although we carefully chose homoge-

neous milky regions of the quartz single crystal, the local

distribution of fluid inclusions varies within a sample and

causes strain partitioning. Nevertheless, the experiments

show a general trend of decreasing flow stress with

increasing temperature and, together with the dynamic

recrystallization microstructures, indicate the activation of

dislocation creep deformation.
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Fig. 9 EBSD results of sample mn326 deformed at 1,000 �C,

1.5 GPa. a EBSD Orientation map of region 2. The crystallographic

orientations are color-coded according to the inverse pole figure given

in the lower corner of the image. Black lines represent grain

boundaries with misorientation angles [15�, red lines misorientation

angles \15�. Ti contents (ppm) are marked by white numbers. Note

the high Ti contents close to the rutile (in crack) caused by phantom

Ti in Quartz. Small (*10 to 25 lm) subgrains are visible within and

at the boundaries of quartz relicts. b Frequency distribution of

misorientation angles between nearest neighbor pixels (correlated, red

bars, uncorrelated pairs, blue bars, random orientation, green bars).

c Grain size distribution (area fraction) of recrystallized region 2. The

grain size of the recrystallized grains varies from a few lm up to

65 lm, but the mean grain size is on the order of 20–25 lm
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Microstructures

The dynamic recrystallization mechanisms are expected to

be important for the exchange of Ti in quartz (Grujic et al.

2011; Härtel and Herweg 2013). Therefore, one of the main

tasks of this study was to test the potential effect of dif-

ferent recrystallization mechanisms on Ti exchange.

Below, the recrystallization mechanisms in the experiments

are first discussed and then related to the measured Ti

content of the new quartz grains.

Dynamic recrystallization commonly occurs by the

transformation and/or movement of grain boundaries

through the crystal. In polycrystalline rocks, grain bound-

aries are already present in the starting material, whereas in

single crystals, they first need to be formed. As demon-

strated by Vernooij et al. (2006a, b), the initial stage of

recrystallization in a quartz single crystal may occur by the

formation of microfractures. Along those microcracks,

small fragments and local crystal misorientations are

formed. With increasing strain, these fragments and the

small misoriented crystal domains grow and form recrys-

tallized grains that undergo crystal plastic deformation.

The same features have been observed by Stünitz et al.

(2003) in feldspar single crystals.

In our lower strain samples, initiation and localization of

deformation in longitudinal narrow bands oriented parallel

to the r1 direction are evident (Fig. 8e). With increasing

strain (Fig. 8a, c), the recrystallized bands widen and

become locally displaced. The specific dynamic recrystal-

lization mechanism operating in the bands is temperature,

strain rate, water content and grain size dependent (e.g.,

Hirth and Tullis 1992; Stipp et al. 2002a, b, 2006, 2010).

As the experiments reported here were performed over a

relatively wide range of pressure and temperature condi-

tions, different recrystallization mechanisms are activated

during deformation.

At 800 �C, recrystallization occurred predominantly by

SGR (e.g., Guillope and Poirier 1979; White 1976; Urai

et al. 1986; Wheeler et al. 2001), suggested by the for-

mation of core and mantle structures, the high frequency of

low angle misorientations (Fig. 4) and the grain size dis-

tribution of subgrains and recrystallized grains. With

increasing temperature (900 �C), the recrystallized quartz

shows evidence for recrystallization accommodated by a

combination of SGR and GBM (e.g., irregular grain shapes,

lobate and partly straight grain boundaries, local pinning;

Gottstein and Mecking 1985; Urai et al. 1986; Jessell

1987). It is likely that a large part of the GBM occurred

during the annealing stage of the experiment, but some of

the migration may have started in relatively low strain rate

domains as deformation was partitioned within the sample.

At high temperatures (1,000 �C), recrystallization still

occured by a combination of SGR and GBM; however, at

this temperature, the GBM microstructures represent

dynamic recrystallization, because the deformed quartz

samples were quenched immediately after deformation.

The equilibrium grain size of dynamically recrystallized

rock (during steady state flow) is dependent on the applied

stress (e.g., Derby 1991). Considering the stable flow stress

of c. 80 MPa reached by sample mn326, the equilibrium

recrystallized grain size predicted by the quartz piezometer

of Stipp and Tullis (2003) at our experimental conditions

would be *15 lm. The size of the subgrains observed

within and around the porphyroclasts in the central part of

the sample is *10 to 25 lm (Fig. 9), corresponding to a

flow stress of 30–80 MPa (Stipp and Tullis 2003), and

suggesting that the original size of newly recrystallized

grains in this sample was similar to that predicted by the

quartz piezometer. However, large recrystallized grains

with diameters up to 150 lm are present in the peripheral

regions of the sample. As discussed above (for the

recrystallization bands), with increasing strain, partitioning

parts of the sample may cease to deform (e.g., close to the

alumina pistons). In this situation, grain growth is favored

over dynamic recrystallization. The local abnormal grain

growth in sample mn326 is interpreted as a result of

annealing of parts of the samples during strain partitioning.

According to Stipp et al. (2010), the highest tempera-

ture/lowest strain rate conditions attainable in deformation

experiments yield microstructures in a transition region

between GBM and SGR mechanisms (between regime 2

and 3). In our samples, however, there is ample evidence

for dominant boundary migration microstructures (i.e.,

regime 3). We suggest that the most important reason for

this difference is the strain partitioning and partial

annealing discussed above.

Relationship between deformation and Ti re-

equilibration in quartz

The amount of Ti that can be incorporated into a quartz

crystal depends on temperature (Ostapenko et al. 2007;

Wark and Watson 2006), pressure (Ostapenko et al. 2007;

Thomas et al. 2010) and the growth rate of the crystals

(Huang and Audétat 2012). Based on the data of Thomas

et al. (2010) and the fact that TitaniQ can be applied to

deformed and metamorphic rocks as suggested by Kohn

and Northrup (2009), we would expect recrystallized grains

in our deformed quartz samples to have Ti values ranging

from 117 to 256 ppm (see Table 3). However, the recrys-

tallized grains of the deformed samples show much lower

Ti contents, mostly below the detection limit (20 ppm) of

the electron microprobe.

In samples deformed at 800 �C, EPMA analysis on the

undeformed regions, along bands of undulatory extinction,

and in zones with core and mantle structures, shows no Ti
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exchange. All measurements of Ti were below the detec-

tion limit (20 ppm) of the instrument. Also in the experi-

ments at 900 �C, the Ti values were uniformly low across

the whole sample. Element distribution maps and point

analyses reveal no Ti enrichment in the small, recrystal-

lized grains or in large grains, which underwent grain

growth.

In experiments performed at 1,000 �C, very high Ti

values locally alternate with values below the detection

limit. Element distribution maps indicate no Ti re-equili-

bration in the internal parts of the recrystallized grains and

high Ti contents along grain boundaries, caused by the

presence of small rutile needles which crystallized in

dilatant sites or by small rutile inclusions distributed along

the grain boundaries. The presence of precipitated Ti-

phases along grain boundaries generates secondary ana-

lytical artifacts, leading to apparently high Ti contents in

the border regions of adjacent quartz grains. However,

point analyses of grains deformed at 1,000 �C indicate

uniformly low Ti contents (below the detection limit) in the

interior parts of the recrystallized grains. We conclude that

the Si–Ti substitution in quartz, the basis for the TitaniQ

geothermobarometer (Ostapenko et al. 2007; Wark and

Watson 2006), does not occur in our experimentally

deformed quartz single crystals under the deformation

conditions investigated here.

Possible factors that may inhibit Ti re-equilibration

during these experiments are as follows:

(1) No Ti was available at the sites of exchange due to

limited mobility of Ti during the experiments. (2) The

kinetics of the exchange processes are too slow in the

experiments (for example a slow growth rate of

recrystallizing grains). (3) The recrystallization mecha-

nisms do not allow ionic exchange during the experiments.

(4) The activation energy for the atomic substitution is too

high in the solid state, and complete reconstitution by

solution precipitation has not been achieved in the exper-

iments. Below, we discuss each of these possibilities

individually.

1. Fine-grained TiO2 powder (0.2 g) was placed around

the quartz single crystal or between individual pieces

of single crystals in a welded jacket prior to deforma-

tion. After deformation, we observed large aggregates

of euhedral rutile inside deformed quartz grains. Rutile

precipitates occur on grain boundaries of recrystallized

quartz grains and along cracks (Fig. 2). The nucleation

and growth of rutile in these sites indicate that Ti was

available at the locations of recrystallization (=moving

grain boundaries) and that essentially all new quartz

grains recrystallized under rutile saturated conditions.

Ti was most likely transported in the sample through

fluids along grain boundaries during the deformation

process. Due to the presence of rutile in all samples,

we assume a TiO2 activity of =1 (see also Thomas

et al. 2010).

2. The kinetics and growth rate of crystals have an

influence on the amount of trace elements that can be

incorporated in the crystal. Huang and Audétat (2011)

propose an increase in Ti concentration with increasing

growth rate of newly formed quartz. This arises from

the fact that trace element incorporation is aided by

imperfect crystal growth, which is more likely to occur

in crystals that are relatively fast grown (e.g., Martin

and Armington 1983) and/or by the fact that in fast-

Table 3 Calculated and measured Ti contents in the deformed quartz single crystal

Sample Exp. T (�C) Region T (�C) deviation Calculated T (�C) Expected Ti (ppm) Measured Ti (ppm) (repr. value)

mn277 800 2 0 800 147 b.d.l.

mn319 900 1 -6 894 121 b.d.l.

2 0 900 127 b.d.l.

mn301 1,000 1 -19 981 226 b.d.l.

2 -47 953 186 b.d.l.

3 0 1,000 256 b.d.l.

mn326 1,000 1 -22 978 222 30

2 0 1,000 256 36

mn331 1,000 1 0 1,000 256 b.d.l.

mn332 1,000 1 0 1,000 256 b.d.l.

Calculation of the expected equilibrium Ti content in the analyzed zones, considering the temperature deviation caused by the temperature

gradient (=temperature decrease of around 10 % from the center of the sample to its end). Expected Ti contents were calculated as: RT ln

XTiO2
quartz = -60,952 ? 1.520 * T (K) - 1,741 * p (kbar) ? RT ln a TiO2 (Thomas et al. 2010), where a TiO2 was 1 since rutile is present in all

samples, R = 8.3145 J/K (gas constant), T is temperature in �K and p is confining pressure in kbar. The conversion from TiO2 to Ti (ppm)

occurred according to the formula of Thomas et al. (2010). The representative value for the measured contents was calculated as the average of

the measurements, which were taken at a minimal distance of 100 lm from the rutile inclusions, in order to avoid errors caused by phantom Ti in

quartz. Note that all the representative values are close or below the detection limit (b.d.l.) of the instrument
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grown crystals, diffusional reorganization of the crys-

tal lattice is limited (Watson and Liang 1995; Watson

2004). In domain II of sample mn319, the newly

recrystallized grains formed by subgrain rotation have

a size of 2–10 lm (Fig. 5). During deformation and

annealing, the quartz grains grew up to 500 lm due to

the mobility of some grain boundaries (abnormal grain

growth). At a run time of 5 days (time calculated after

reaching peak strength, which should coincide with the

onset of recrystallization, Hirth and Tullis 1992) and

considering an initial grain size of 2–10 lm and a

concentric growth of the grains, this translates to a

growth rate varying from \1 to 50 lm day-1

(Table 4). A growth rate difference of around

50 lm day-1 led in the experiments of Huang and

Audétat (2012) to Ti variations of around 80 ppm.

However, in our experiments, large grains and small

grains (which grew at different growth rates) show no

systematic difference in Ti content and in both cases,

the Ti values are much lower than expected. We

conclude that the growth rates of the new grains

formed by recrystallization and the growth rate

variation are not responsible for the lack of Ti

exchange in the deformed samples.

3. At temperatures of 800 and 900 �C in our experi-

ments, deformation occurred mainly by subgrain

rotation recrystallization (SGR). During SGR, new

grains develop by progressive misorientation of the

crystal lattice, but the new grains inherit the internal

structure and defects of the old grains. During this

process, new grain boundaries form by volume

diffusion processes inside the old quartz grains

without interacting with a fluid. In this case, no re-

equilibration of Ti is expected, which is in agree-

ment with our measurements and observations. At

higher temperatures (1,000 �C), recrystallization of

quartz occurred by a combination of SGR and GBM

(i.e., local displacement of the grain boundaries;

Gottstein and Mecking 1985; Guillope and Poirier

1979). The migration of grain boundaries (regard-

less of whether this occurs as SIGM, CIGM, or by

grain growth) involves the transfer of material and

ionic exchange is expected. Rapid chemical changes

in the solid material produced by migration of

boundaries and related ionic exchange have been

documented in experiments conducted on carbonate

bicrystals by Evans et al. (1986) and Hay and Evans

(1987a, b). Our boundary migration velocities (Log

Vmig in microns h-1) are similar to those of Hay and

Evans (1987a), even though the homologous tem-

perature in our experiments is lower (T/

Tm = 0.4–0.5) and is in the range of that of many of

the tested metal and ceramic systems cited in Hay

and Evans (1987a) and by Huang and Audétat

(2012). Substantial changes in composition in the

wake of moving boundaries have been recorded in

carbonates by Hay and Evans (1987a, b). In our

experiments, both GBM and grain growth occurred

by migrating Ti-saturated boundary zones, probably

wetted by a fluid film. Therefore, solute exchange of

Ti between the recrystallized quartz grains and the

Ti-saturated fluid is expected at much faster rates

than by volume Ti diffusion in quartz. However,

there was incomplete or no Ti exchange in the

grains deformed by GBM. We conclude that Ti was

not incorporated (or only at levels far below the

equilibrium concentration) into the crystal structure

despite extensive structure reconstitution during

recrystallization by boundary migration and grain

growth, and ideal conditions for rapid ionic

exchange (presence of Ti-saturated fluid, mobility

of grain boundaries, reconstitution of the crystal

structure).

4. Atomic substitution of Si by Ti is demonstrated in the

studies of Wark and Watson (2006), Thomas et al.

(2010), Huang and Audétat (2012) where the synthetic

quartz crystals were crystallized and rapidly grown

from amorphous SiO2 in rutile-bearing H2O fluid.

Likewise, during crystallization from a melt, substi-

tuting elements are easily incorporated into the quartz

structure as observed by Rankama and Sahama (1950)

and Jacamon and Larsen (2009). Conversely, once the

quartz crystals have formed with low Ti contents, Si

has to be exchanged for Ti to adjust the composition to

the new equilibrium composition, e.g., at changing

P,T conditions. As predicted by Ostapenko et al.

(2007) and Wark and Watson (2006), the incorporation

of Ti into quartz occurs by a simple substitution, where

a tetravalent Ti atom is substituted with a tetravalent Si

atom. Atomic substitutions in crystalline materials

occur when the valences of substituting ions are sim-

ilar (difference not greater than = 1) and when the

substituting ions have a similar size (size difference

\15 %). The ionic radius of Si4? (0.40 Å) is almost

40 % smaller than that of Ti4? (0.61 Å) (Perkins

2002). Furthermore, the Si–O bond is a very strong

covalent bond (Flem et al. 2002), so that the energy

required for the solid-state substitution of Si by Ti is

high. Therefore, it is conceivable that substitution of Si

by Ti only takes place by complete dissolution of the

quartz and precipitation from a fluid-rich aqueous

environment, where Ti-transport is very fast. For

example, Larsen et al. (2004) observed the immobility

of Ti during recrystallization of igneous quartz.
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Incorporation of Ti-atoms into the quartz lattice during

dynamic recrystallization could be insufficient because of

sluggish Ti-transport and because of incomplete reconsti-

tution processes of the quartz crystal structure during

GBM. Hay and Evans (1987a, b) and Evans et al. (1986)

observed progressive chemical changes behind repeated

oscillatory grain boundary movement in carbonates. Thus,

it may be necessary to move grain boundaries repeatedly

through a crystal structure to achieve an equilibrium

composition by CIGM. Some of the more elevated Ti

contents of recrystallized grains in our experiments may

indicate limited Ti exchange (Figs. 7, 9), but the values are

much lower than the expected equilibrium contents. The

total strain for SIGM, the free energy difference for CIGM

and SIGM, and the repeated number of migration cycles

required to reach equilibrium Ti contents may well exceed

the conditions of our experiments.

Applicability of the TitaniQ geothermometer

to deformed rocks

Kohn and Northrup (2009) suggested that TitaniQ accu-

rately determines dynamic recrystallization temperatures

and therefore can be applied to quartz-bearing mylonites.

However, our experiments demonstrate that Ti is not

incorporated into the crystal structure during recrystalli-

zation, even in a fluid-bearing and Ti-saturated environ-

ment at the investigated deformation conditions

(T = 800–1,000 �C, P = 1–1.5 GPa, strain rates 10-6–

10-7 s-1, total strains of up to 47 %), regardless of the

specific recrystallization mechanism. This raises questions

as to the applicability of the TitaniQ geothermobarometer

to prograde metamorphic rocks, which experienced defor-

mation and recrystallization.

Conversely, during retrograde deformation, the decrease

in temperature and/or pressure may favor the removal, by

exsolution or diffusion, of the Ti-atoms from the quartz

structure. The removal process is energetically and kinet-

ically favored over the incorporation process due to the fact

that the Ti-atoms in the quartz crystal structure act as a

defect (larger size, see above). The removal of Ti from the

crystal lattice causes precipitation and accumulation of Ti-

phases along the grain boundaries. As shown here, mea-

surements on fine-grained recrystallized regions where

rutile is present at grain boundaries can lead to erroneous

results due to analytical artifacts caused by phantom Ti

(EMPA measurements) or poor spatial resolution (large

spot size of SIMS, LA-ICPMS). The problem of measuring

the real Ti content in fine-grained aggregates could explain

the conflicting results obtained by applying the TitaniQ to

naturally deformed rocks (e.g., Grujic et al. 2011; Wilson

et al. 2012). We conclude that the application of the Ti-

taniQ geothermobarometer to deformed metamorphic rocks

at low fluid contents may not be as straightforward as

previously thought, at least under prograde metamorphic

conditions where low Ti contents have to be adjusted to

higher equilibrium contents. In retrograde conditions, Ti

exchange may be easier but may present analytical prob-

lems with exsolved Ti at grain boundaries, especially at

small grain sizes resulting from the higher stresses of

deformation. The problem of Ti incorporation and attain-

ment of equilibrium in deforming quartz requires further

research.

Conclusions

Our experiments demonstrate that in a fluid-present and

Ti-saturated environment, the isomorphic Si–Ti substitu-

tion in quartz is not likely to occur during deformation,

regardless of the recrystallization mechanism involved in

the deformation process. In our experiments, equilibrated

Ti contents were neither found in quartz grains formed by

subgrain rotation recrystallization nor in those showing

evident GBM features (lobate grain boundaries, pinning,

grain growth). Instead, the Ti contents are similar to that

of the original, undeformed quartz single crystal. Where

Ti contents are higher, they never reach the equilibrium

concentrations expected for the given T–P conditions. The

TitaniQ geothermobarometer has been demonstrated to

Table 4 Grain size and growth

rate of the recrystallized quartz

grains. The grain size (diameter)

is defined by the major diameter

of an ellipse having the same

area as the grains. Growth rate

(lm day-1) calculated as grain

size (radius) divided by the

experimental time after reaching

peak strength (onset of

recrystallization)

Sample T (�C)

experiment

Grain size

(diameter) (lm)

Time after peak

strength (days)

Growth rate (lm day-1)

mn319 900 Region 2 6–100 5 \1–10

Region 3 30–500 5 3–50

mn301 1,000 Region 1 10–150 3 1–25

Region 2 10–80 3 1–13

mn326 1,000 Region 1 10–150 4 1–19

Region 2 10–65 4 1–8

mn331 1,000 Region 1 15–180 10 \1–9

mn332 1,000 Region 1 15–150 10 \1–7
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accurately determine P–T conditions of quartz crystalli-

zation from a melt or hydrothermal fluid (Rusk et al.

2008; Barker et al. 2010). However, Si–Ti exchange

appears to be inhibited, or to take place by different

mechanisms, in experimentally deformed quartz crystals.

One major difference between the experiments reported

here and those used to calibrate the TitaniQ geother-

mobarometer (deformation and hydrostatic piston cylinder

experiments; Wark and Watson 2006; Hayden and Wat-

son 2007; Thomas et al. 2010; Huang and Audétat 2012)

is our use of considerably lower H2O-contents. The lower

H2O-contents most likely correspond more to those in

natural metamorphic and deformation settings. Due to the

limited or inhibited exchange of Ti during dynamic

recrystallization of quartz at low concentrations of H2O,

care should be taken when applying the TitaniQ geo-

thermobarometer to deformed rocks under prograde

metamorphic conditions. Si–Ti exchange in quartz crys-

tals and Ti-equilibration is more likely to occur during

retrograde conditions in recrystallized quartz, because Ti

is to be exsolved and/or removed by diffusion. The

exchange mechanisms of exsolution under such conditions

may be kinetically more favorable. It remains uncertain

whether TitaniQ can be applied to determine the P–

T conditions of migmatite in which partial melting occurs

or to lower temperature prograde rocks (e.g., Storm and

Spears 2009; Spear and Wark 2009, Grujic et al. 2011;

Menegon et al. 2011).
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